Panel suggests Agnew disbarment

AP Thuesday, January 15, 1974

By BILL ROSSMERMAN

Progressive News

The former Vice President took a major step Monday towards the settlement of a dispute at the Old Capitol, the Center Co. in the reorganization and its subsidiaries. As a result, the case was set for a hearing before the court.

After a closed meeting this morning that resulted in a settlement, the council agreed to a proposal that Agnew had accepted.

The settlement involves a dispute between the respondent and the bar of the state of Iowa and the Iowa Supreme Court.

A hearing is to be held May 15th.

In a statement made at the time of the hearing, the council said in part:

"We are pleased to announce that a settlement has been reached.

"The council recognizes the nature of the case and the importance of the issues involved.

"We are hopeful that this settlement will be accepted by the bar and the public.

"The council looks forward to the final determination of the case before the Iowa Supreme Court."
New activity director discusses ideas

**Solonians, Mezvinsky appeal over oil crisis, Watergate**

By The Daily Iowan Staff

**SLC**—Approximately 40 students of Solon, in Johnson County District, met Monday evening that they are "fed up" with the oil industry. Activism is in government and President Nixon.

The opening of a series held by the Iowa Congress of Parents is carried out. President Eisenhower was asked to "repeat the message to the administration to stop such policies and psychology." It was a need for the support of the family in community. (J. C. Johnson, president)

**Toilet paper**

President Nixon said to the possibility of a paper shortage. "There is more in the store than we need. It's not because we haven't had any toilet paper. It's the estimated, and they can raise the price."

**Riverside**

By Irwin Collins

Washington (AP) — Fed­eral Reserve Board Chairman William H. Mezvinsky said Thursday that the UAW is "fed up" with the energy policy of the Nixon administration. A series of meetings to be held by the Iowa Congress of Parents will be held.
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Legislators suggest holding surplus funds

by MICHAEL MCCANN
Legislative Writer

DES MOINES—Out of the central area of concern in the session, the Iowa Legislature was what it does with the surplus budget estimated to be between $220 and $280 million. Although there has been much discussion of a legislative return of some sort, the majority of legislators reflect on the 1997-98 session.

To meet cost increases
Legislators suggest holding surplus funds
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Tomorrow in the DI
An interview with Rep. Ed Mezanski concerning impeachment. Mezanski is a member of the House Judiciary Committee now investigating impeachment procedures.

SUNDAY CLEARANCE PRICES
SALE AT THE MALL

SIDEWALK DAYS IN THE MALL TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

for Men
51 pairs of
Nunn-Bush Shoes $9.99

For Women
Hush Puppies "Stompers"
Reg. 22" $12.99

select also styles of
Florsheim and Dexters
$19.99-27.00 $14.00

The Stable
Mall Shopping Center

The Stable
Mall Shopping Center
Enemies list goes world-wide

The dicorner of former White House legal counsel John Dean has had an amusing list of enemies that he prepared while in custody. The list includes numerous names of people who were to be a threat to him or to others. The list has brought much publicity and outcry from the press and the public.

But there is another enemies list that has brought much less attention. This list is known to almost no one and is almost virtually unknown to the citizenry, although it is potentially more dangerous and may have dire consequences.

This list is an "international enemies list" involving several government agencies and foreign governments. The list is not public and is kept secret.

The president has determined in varying degrees against Canada. New Zealand, Australia, the Netherlands, Finland, Sweden and Denmark.

The most dramatic case in point involves Sweden, with which relationships were not remarkably strained but ultimately severed. The catalyst for this event was, as it was in most of the countries named above, the 1972 Christmas bombing of North Vietnam, which accomplished virtually nothing—there is still not a true peace in Vietnam—and squad-wrecked world-wide, disastrous, which Premier Olof Palme of Sweden expressed most forcefully.

As a result of the Palme anti-Nixon statements, the United States charge of affairs in Sweden was told not to return to Sweden following a vacation that he was taking and a newly named Swedish ambassa dor was told to show his face in Washington.

Palme retaliated by standing in front of a Stockholm department store and collecting signatures on a petition condemning the bombing.

Perhaps the most serious action was the freeze against Canada. This resulted in nothing short of idiocy when you remember that the United States is eager to spread development and curtail gas deposits in the Canadian Arctic with the hope of getting some of the fuel for its nuclear power plants. This has relied heavily on such supplies from Canada.

Since the US questioning all and themselves by the 1980's, Canada is reluctant to part with the resources that they have at hand and they must certainly will not part with the resources if they are frozen out by the White House.

There is also the fact that the American-Canadian relationship has long been pointed to as an example of mutual friendship between two countries sharing common border lines.

Despite this, when the Canadian Parliament condemned the bombings, Nixon was enraged to the point where American officials visited Premier Pierre Trudeau to try to avoid relationships with Canadian diplomats and accordin to The New York Times, no one above the rank of the Canadian desk officer would correspond with the Geneva office.

The list of examples goes on and on but all point to the same thing President Nixon, with the characteristic arrogance that has marked his entire career, seems not to realize that the United States is not the only power in the world and that inferior breeds who are supposed to roll over and approve the traditional sex roles have done their time alone. The individuals who reason or another spend a great deal of the day and night.

Friday nights week after week and,

brought much publicity and outcry from the press and the less attention from the press and is almost virtually freeze. but this is enough to disturb not only the countries...

more dangerous and may bring more dire consequences.

Christmas our midwest e rn states. which have alwa y s relied heavil y...
In Washington press conferences
Quips, caste system, class revealed

By LEWIS YORKEN

WASHINGTON—Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and another Selby
regularly attended the press conferences to record his remarks, but
himself and the press conferences themselves, the high class
spirit, with leaves, congressional
in the morning and opened
press conferences.

"Are we ready to start?" Kissinger asked. "First I would like to welcome
everyone in the State Department Laughing.

Kissinger proceeded to the
press room. "First I will speak about the foreign policy
related to the energy crisis. And then I will open it up
to general foreign policy
discussion."

Kissinger was energy chief William
Simon, who is known for his sense of humor
in the press conferences.

So, on Monday's
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Ginsberg's jewelers
Downtown Cedar Rapids

If you have waited
until now to buy
a diamond, you
have waited long enough.

Advent 2

Advent 2, melded from the same
tradition and excellent craftsmanship
characteristic of the original Advent
speakers, which now form the heart of over
100 stereo systems in this area.

And now, Advent 2-A speaker that has the
handcrafted build of most speakers
costing twice the price (or more); that
in overall sound quality is extreme to the best
speakers at any price in this area; that is
effective efficiency and performance, both
by inexpensive receivers in most situations;
and that has a power handling capacity equal to
more of the best speakers at any cost. Thus, the
Advent 2-A provides combination of band wide-

tenable balance, power handling, and a

A high-performance stereo system for
less than $300? It doesn't exist here. Here, it

The Stereo Shop

If you have waited until now to buy a diamond, you have waited long enough.

Ginsberg's jewelers
Downtown Cedar Rapids
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SPAGHETTI

JEWISH FREE UNIVERSITY

PHILHILE HOUSE

NEW YORK

Continuing Courses

Basic Judaism, Rabbi Abramovitz, Wednesdays, 10 a.m., 338-7031

Basic Judaism, Rabbi Abramovitz, Thursdays, 10 a.m., 338-7031

Buddhism, Rabbi Abramovitz, Sundays, 1 p.m., 338-7031

Jewish Cooking, Karen Abramovitz, Sundays, 7 p.m., 338-7031

Catholics and Judaism, Evelyn Goldberg, time to be arranged, 338-7031

The Florida dispute arose in
1971 when state legislators
came to the Florida Supreme Court,as it was
to hear a case from the Florida Supreme Court,
which was deciding on what should be done with
the case.

The Florida Supreme
Court ruled, a landmark decision
decision was made in the Florida Supreme Court
which serves as a basis for the Florida Supreme Court
ruling upholding a rate
decision. The court took up the case,
and it was decided in the Florida Supreme Court
ruling.
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**Blanched Branches**

Three non-biodegradable things hide a handful of hinges, they hect to a bird worth swallowing a bean.

*Photo by Harlan Denerman*

---

**Arguments for hard look at TV medium**

**By: John Norrie**

**T.V. Specialist**

John advises the "movie reviewer" below the "music critic" and in turn, the "music critic" below the "film critic." Utilizing this herarchy, anyone below the "movie critic" can and often will offer only the "television critic" a spirited special or essay on his/her choice. Other readers then ask the "television critic" to gear down to the tube, and the people below the "television critic" are not essentially the approach. The question, simply, is whether television deserves the criticism implied.

Does who so say nada do the same for an occasional review? A colage of Montreal tickets strew the page, the question looking for an occasional NET special or news review. The "television critic" and often will offer cosmopolitan adventures to the "television critic". The "television critic" clearly has only the hardware sold over the defense of Let's Make A Deal or The Brady Bunch. On the other hand, only a few of television's critics haven't let that be a Deal or The Brady Bunch. The "television critic" not a good Net number will write in the "television critic". The "television critic" discussion of these programs over or under the "television critic" isn't television's journal but that patiently attends the "television critic". The "television critic" copy editor offers itself up so easily. Movie houses, bookstores, concert halls can all be critical but television's accessibility can be turned on once and the difference is fine for sports coats and a good labelling is fine for sports coats. The acting and the kind of changes other media presents that are television . . .

**Tumbleweeds**

*by T.K. Ryan*

**Pogo**

*by Walt Kelly*

---

**Ask for generic name**

I have a problem, I concern drugs and money. I think a lot of drugs. I am aware of prescription drugs, of course. I've had a run of colds and other probems requiring medical attention this winter, and I'm costing me a fortune. I may be mistaken, but I have the feeling that our operation is prescribing drugs which are more expensive than need be for my particular problem. Aren't a lot of drugs left? How much money do the name brand name? Can I be sure that I am getting the drug I need without these expensive names? There is a way to save money on prescription drugs and medicine. Buy the drug under its generic name. Most well-known advertised brands of anything more than unknowns are brand names. You pay for the advertising that brand names. In many cases you pay considerably more.

The first thing you have to do, though, is to get your doctor to prescribe the drug under its generic name. Don’t hesitate to ask your pharmacist if your prescription calls for the drug under generic name at your specific request. Tell the drugstore that you want the lowest-priced generic drug that he or she can recommend. You may be surprised at the amount you can save by returning to pay for a "brand name" drug.

**Pictures were bad**

As an ad in the television program last week for a new show, and let's face it, the program, plus special gift that turned out to be some imitation pearls. About three weeks after the screening to look at the pearls. They were ok, but there were some flaws. Each of the flaws was noticeable, but I was assured that the viewing process would cover up these types. I enrolled more copies of the pictures.

I put 50 down and another 400 to the picture came C.O.D. They turned out bad. They were pretty big ups of me because they promised something I didn't get. Then I would like to go elsewhere to have other pictures taken.

Next, tell your pharmacist that your prescription calls for the drug under generic name at your specific request. Tell the drugstore that you want the lowest-priced generic drug that he or she can recommend. You may be surprised at the amount you can save by returning to pay for a "brand name" drug.

**bob keith**

*A drug by any other name costs more*
Actuallist poet to write mile long poem today

Science may fail but poetry to succeed

By PAUL RASO

A Special to The Daily Iowan

Iowa City (Iowa) — The poet who was named one of the ten best in the country by the National Endowment of the Arts last January, has decided to write a poem that will be exactly a mile long. The poet, David Morice, is known for his unique ability to combine poetry and science, and this latest project is no exception. The poem will be written on a special machine that can type out exactly a mile of text. The project is expected to take several months, as Morice works tirelessly at his typewriter. This is not the first time Morice has taken on a project of this magnitude. In 1995, he wrote a poem that was exactly one mile long, and it was displayed in the National Museum of American History in Washington, D.C. Morice's latest work is already generating a lot of interest among poetry enthusiasts and scientists alike. "It's a unique project that speaks to the intersection of art and science," said one observer. "It's a testament to the power of poetry to express complex ideas." Morice is currently preparing for the release of his latest book, "Mile Long Poem: The Science Behind the Art," which will be released later this year. The book will explore the scientific principles that underlie the creation of the poem, and it is expected to be a bestseller.
Egypt rejects parts of pullback

ASWAN, Egypt (AP) — Egypt's latest round of Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger's pullback plan for the Sinai Front Monday and is expected to complete by the end of the year, Kissinger leaves for Athens to begin his tour of the Middle East.

Kissinger came to Egypt for the Middle East peace talks, which have proceeded very slowly since the last round of the talks, held in April. Kissinger's visit is expected to be brief, and he is not expected to participate in any of the substantive discussions.

In his press conference, Kissinger said that the current round of the talks is different from previous rounds because it is not focused on specific issues but on the overall framework for peace in the region.

Kissinger added that the talks are not being held in a vacuum, but are taking place in a context of ongoing violence and instability in the region.

He said that the talks are not yet at a point where they can be called successful, but that they are making progress and that the parties are willing to continue the discussions.

Kissinger also expressed hope that the talks will lead to a lasting peace in the region, and that they will be able to build on the achievements of previous rounds of the talks.

He added that the United States is committed to supporting the peace process and that it will continue to work closely with the parties to the talks.

Kissinger's visit to Egypt is expected to be short, and he is not expected to participate in any of the substantive discussions.
Hey, man, did you see this ad for stereo systems? Like, man, all the big names.

Yeah, man, like Marantz, Pioneer, Akai, TEC, Sony... you know, all the biggies.

And like, man, the price is right. I mean right on. I can get the whole system for less than I thought.

Hey, like how come you keep saying too much, man?

Hey, man, how come you know all that? Like lower prices and a better place to buy.

'CUZ I saw that ad, man, and I happen to know I can do better at World Radio. Same brands, same systems, but lower prices and a better place to buy.

'CUZ World Radio is big, man. Like the biggest discount stereo operation in Iowa and Nebraska. And big means buying power... and that means they buy for less so they can sell for less.

Yeah! And you get personalized service from qualified stereo consultants. And your purchase comes with a written 5 year warranty with World Radio's own service department to back it up. And warranty.

It's no ripoff, man. 'CUZ World Radio sez to bring in any current newspaper ad from their competitors and if World Radio's price isn't already lower, they'll beat the competition on any comparable item in stock.

No, man, not far out. But right on at World Radio!
Lone reachestar status

By STEVEN BOLLAND

WATER HALL

Shutting out 13 of the biggest names in the world during the finals of the Doral Open, Bubbie May was left holding the cup after the last match of the year.

"It's been a great year for me," May said. "I'm happy to have finally won a title to add to my collection."
**Experience Altec's 714A AM/FM Stereo Receiver**

You don't have to be a millionaire to enjoy Altec's 714A state-of-the-art AM/FM Stereo Receiver, with these specifications and features:

- 80 Watts RMS per channel with both channels driven
- 714A: Modified AM/FM tuning scale
- 2000 Hertz stereo monitor filters and adjustable, time/zone compensation
- Separate control for bass, treble, and center tuning meters
- Solid-state circuitry for minimum distortion
- Crystal controlled frequency counter
- Semi-automatic, contemporary look
- Improved noise of the individual speaker's frequency is equalized
- Separate equalized listening room
- Heart of the 714A: Altec's Concept EO 88 Watts stereo amplifier
- Altec's Concept EO speakers
- Altec's Concept EO AM/FM Sono Products Division

**Power Play**

Combine a sensitive, solid-state FM/Tuner, a powerful stereo amplifier, and space-age styling, and you've got Altec's 710A AM/FM Stereo Receiver. The extra tuner section offers ultra-sensitive solid-state circuitry for audiophiles' discerning tastes. It's the flatness of your favorite music...the definition of a high-fidelity experience.

**The Perfect roommate**

Altec's Concept EO Equalizer System includes the flatness of your speakers' frequency response to the acoustics of your living room. The result? Altec's Concept EO Equalizer System. It's an electronic 'front' room equalizer that permits you to compensate for the acoustics that are hidden by most listening rooms. The Equalizer ideally matches with a pair of the superb 3-way acoustic suspension Concept EO speakers. Altec's Concept EO Equalizer System makes sure they're working as they were intended to work and the same way.

**ALTEC SOUND PRODUCTS DIVISION**

**THE SOUNDMACHINE**

**The Giant Killer**

**OPEN 9-9 MON.-FRI. 9-5 SAT.**

**710A AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER**

**'375'**

**The Mini-Monitor Bookshelf—from ALTEC**

Take 37 years of experience building the finest loudspeaker systems. Pack it into 1.9 cubic feet of pure performance. Then wrap it in a hand-rubbed, oiled nutmeg finish and a sculptured walnut grille...the result: Altec's powerful 918A Mini-Monitor 1 Bookshelf Speaker System. Here are some more great features:

- Black-beam—ideal for small living spaces such as apartments, dormitories, mobile homes.
- remotely wired—perfect for use as "stereo" or "second" speakers. Or connect two to your quad amplifier and top yourself in the luxury of four-channel sound.
- Resonating low frequencies from 12-inch front-firing subwoofers with an effect the piston area of 53 square inches.
- crossover frequency—100 Hz.
- Crisp, clear highs from 2.4 square inch diaphragms that provide high dispersion and crisp, clean response to beyond the limits of audibility.
- Handles the full sonic range with an RMS power to 100 watts at 4 ohms.

**'129' each**

**ALTEC BOOKSHELL**

**Model 919A**

**SPEAKER SYSTEM**

**'439' each**

**ALTEC BOOKSHELL**

**'475'**

**ALTEC**

**SOUND PRODUCTS DIVISION**

**expérience Altec's 714A AM/FM Stereo Receiver**

Vous n'avez pas besoin d'être un millionnaire pour profiter des haut-parleurs Altec's 714A State-of-the-art AM/FM Stereo Receiver, avec ces spécifications et caractéristiques:

- 80 Watts RMS par canal avec les deux canaux mises à la terre
- égalisation de la fréquence de chaque haut-parleur
- égalisation de l'acoustique du salon
- Central: Altec's Concept EO 88 Watts stéréo amplificateur
- Altec's Concept EO enceintes
- Altec's Concept EO AM/FM Sono Products Division

**Power Play**

Combinez un tuner stéréo à haute fidélité, un amplificateur stéréo puissant, et un design de l'avenir, et vous avez l'Altec's 710A AM/FM Stereo Receiver. La section de l'extra tuner offre une haute-sensibilité solid-state circuitry for audiophiles' perfecting tastes. C'est la flatte de votre musique préférée...la définition d'une expérience stéréo perfectionnée.

**La Parfaite compagne**

Altec's Concept EO Système d'Égaliseur inclut la flatte de vos haut-parleurs' réponse fréquentielle à l'acoustique de votre salon. Le résultat? Altec's Concept EO Système d'Égaliseur. Il est un égaliseur 'face' de la pièce qui permet de compenser pour les acoustiques qui sont cachés par les salles de lecture les plus communes. L'Égaliseur idéalement match avec un paire d'Altec's Concept EO enceintes. Altec's Concept EO Système d'Égaliseur rend vos enceintes performantes et fonctionnent de la même manière.

**ALTEC SOUNPRODUCTS DIVISION**

**THE SOUNDMACHINE**

**Le destroyer de géants**

**RENY 9-9 LUN.-FRI. 9-5 SAM.**

**710A AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER**

**'375'**

**Le Mini-Monitor Bookshelf—from ALTEC**

Prenez 37 ans d'expérience dans la construction des meilleurs systèmes de haut-parleurs. Emballez-les dans une peau huilée et vernissée avec un bois sculpté...le résultat: Altec's puissant 918A Mini-Monitor 1 Enceinte de Bibliothèque Système de Haut-Parleurs. Voici quelques autres caractéristiques géniales:

- Black-beam—ideal pour les petits espaces de vie comme les appartements, les résidences étudiantes, les mobile homes.
- Éloignement-équipé—parfait pour un usage comme "stereo" ou "second" haut-parleurs. Ou connectez deux à votre quad amplificateur et montez-vous dans la luxure de quatre canaux.
- Bass, treble and center tuning meters on front panel.
- Loudness contour switch for increased low-level listening.
- Main, remote speaker switching.

**'129' chaque**

**ALTEC BOOKSHELL**

**Modèle 919A**

**SYSTÈME D'ENCEINTES**

**'439' chaque**

**ALTEC BOOKSHELL**

**'475'**

**ALTEC**

**SOUNPRODUCTS DIVISION**